Kirksville resident walks into the newly re-opened Downtown Cinema 8 on Tuesday night.

Fitzpatrick said State Farm Insurance replaced the aluminum wiring in the south side of the building and spread repairs took longer than expected.

"How much down time we would have had if we had not been able to fix the aluminum wiring will probably be the difference between us and Sonic Equipment Company, the sound-system manufacturer, deciding to replace the damaged sound system with new and updated equipment, which was covered by the theater's insurance." Smith said.

The total cost of damages has not been determined because some of the State Farm's electrical and cleaners invoices have not been received in the insurance company, so the insurance company would have to pay the cost, Fitzpatrick said.

Pat Foglough, owner of Loveless' Professional Cleaning Systems, said repairs took longer than expected.

"Every employee, and all of them will be returning to work for the theater," Fitzpatrick said.

The theater was closed for nearly six months while cleaning from Labor Day fire. Buttered popcorn, big screens and laughter trickled back in by Labor Day.

SIFE delivers business strategies, help to restaurant
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